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E3 ANDROMEDA
A variable-pitch  
propeller for low powers
Ewol has been manufacturing variable- 
pitch propellers since 1997. 

The manufacturer is offering a new model 
specially designed for engine power from 
7 to 30 hp. Like its big brothers the E3 Orion 
and the E4 Pegasus, the Andromeda is 
made of stainless steel. The hub is fitted with 
gears that optimize forward and reverse 
performance, while minimizing drag under 
sail. The orientation of the blades is fully  
automatic: the micrometric pitch adjustment 
is carried out from the outside using  
the adjustment ring.  
The Andromeda propeller has been  
designed to be easily installed, removed 
and adjusted in just a few minutes, even 
when your multihull is afloat.

www.ewoltech.com

Le Flocon Suisse  
The smart multi-function tool!
Made in stainless steel, this object is obviously 

reminiscent of a snowflake... but above all it 
has 18 functions, including three screwdrivers, 
multiple hex keys, a bottle opener and much 

more. The Flocon Suisse (Swiss Snowflake in 
English) weighs very precisely 65.2 g (2.3 oz) 

and measures a little more than 2” (5.1 cm) in 
diameter. Its structure ensures a good grip for 
all your work. This tool can easily accompany 

you everywhere - as a key ring for example. 
Available in three colors: gold, silver or black.

Suggested retail price: € 14.90

www.le-flocon-suisse.fr

My First Victorinox  
A mini Swiss Army knife  
for children!
At stopovers, children always want to carve 
driftwood, make models, rafts, learn  
seamanship... However, entrusting them  
with a sharp and pointed tool is obviously not a 
good idea. But Swiss Army Knife manufacturer  
Victorinox has designed a four-function pocketknife 
with a rounded tip. Based around three animals 
(dolphin, rabbit, parrot), My First Victorinox comes 
with a practical strap and a coloring book, also 

used as a guide so 
that each child can 
learn how to use his or 
her own pocketknife 
safely - under adult 
supervision, of course.
Recommended retail 
price: € 43 inc. VAT

www.victorinox.com




